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General information 

 
The web site www.palaco.be has been developed by and is the property of Palaco bvba, 
who is responsible for both design and content. 

By accessing and using the web site, you explicitly agree to the terms, conditions and the 
privacy policy described in this document. 

 
Palaco bvba retains the right to adapt the contents of this document, without specific 
notification of the visitor. Changing the web site is sufficient. 

The actual version will be notified on the homepage of the web site. 
 

Current version dated 10/03/2012. 
 

 
Intellectual properties 
 

The contents shown on or made available through the web site, including, without 
limitations, brands, logo’s, drawings, data, product or company names, graphic designs, 

text, images, sound, video, audio, illustrations, software, HTML and CSS code (further 
referred to as “information”) is protected by international authoring rights and all applicable 
rules, regulations and laws with respect to intellectual property and belongs to Palaco 

bvba or third parties. 
 

 
Terms of use 
 

Palaco bvba accords the visitor a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable and revocable 
right to temporarily download a copy of the information shown on the web site, solely for 

personal , non commercial use by the user or within his or her organisation. 
Except when explicitly permitted in writing, you may not: 
 use, modify, show, delete, distribute, reproduce, pass on, publish, (re)sell or reverse 

engineer the information, nor create any derived products or information; 
 use the information on other web sites or storage devices, nor in a network 

environment. 
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Disclaimer 

 
The information on the web site is of general nature, not adapted to any personal or 
specific circumstances, and can therefore not be regarded as a personal professional advice 

to the user. 
 

Palaco bvba strives to provide accurate, complete and up-to-date information. 
Despite the efforts to achieve this goal, outdated or incorrect data may reside on the web 
site. Whenever you notice such incorrect information, please contact us in order to have 

the web site rectified as soon as possible. 
Palaco bvba cannot be held responsible for any direct or indirect damage resulting from 

the use of the information on the web site. 
 

The contents of www.palaco.be (including its links) can be modified or complemented at 
all times, without announcement or notification. Palaco bvba does not guarantee the 
proper functionality of the web site and cannot be held responsible for any malfunction, nor 

for any direct or indirect damage resulting from accessing or using the web site. 
 

Palaco bvba can never be held responsible, directly or indirectly, for any damages 
resulting from the use of other web sites linked from within www.palaco.be, including, 
without restrictions, any losses, work stoppages, damages to programs or data on the 

visitors computer system or other devices. 
 

The web site may contain hyperlinks or references to web sites or web pages of partners or 
third parties. Providing such links or references does not imply in any way the approval or 
acceptance of the contents of these pages. 

Palaco bvba declares explicitly that it has no saying in the contents or other features of 
these web sites and can never be held responsible for their information or characteristics, 

nor for any damages resulting from their use. 
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Privacy policy 

 
Palaco bvba respects the privacy of all visitors and users of its web site and assures that 
any information provided will be treated fully confidentially. 

We will never disclose your personal information to third parties without your permission 
and we will only use it to answer your questions or to provide the services demanded. 

 
Communication 

In case you send us e-mail or other messages, it is possible that we retain this data. 

Sometimes we will require personal information, relevant to the actual situation. This 
will make it possible to react to your questions or upon your demands. The data will be 

stored on the secure servers of Palaco bvba or third parties. We will never combine or 
cross link this data with any other personal information that might be available to us. 

 
Cookies 

During your visit at www.palaco.be, ‘cookies’ may be stored on the hard drive of your 

computer, with the sole purpose to adapt the use of the web site to the needs of the 
frequent visitor, for example to retain the users language. These mini files are never 

used to investigate on the surfing behaviour of the visitor on other web sites. 
Settings of your internet browser allow you to disallow the use of cookies or to receive 
warning messages whenever a cookie is installed. 

Cookies can be deleted from your computer regularly. 
Please refer to the help function of your internet browser to maintain these settings. 

 
 
Applicable law 

 
Belgian legislation is applicable for this web site. In case of a dispute, only the courts in the 

Antwerp district have jurisdiction. 
 


